Edscha TS - Hood systems always right at the front
Edscha TS with sliding roof systems can be
found internationally in many logistics areas. On
the road in many commercial vehicles, as well
as on the railroads or in the industrial sector.
As market leader we develop our sliding roof
systems from practical experience for practical
use. The products are charac-terized by robustness and durability in all areas. We are also
constantly working on the operability of Edscha
TS convertible top systems. What used to take a
lot of effort in the past is now shown to be „light
and loose“ in application. Less effort not only benefits the driver, but also a comfortable,
safe and fast work flow.
News about TipperRoof. Edscha TS presents exciting videos about soft tops that make
your drivers „happy“. Or you can use the chat to ask our Edscha TS - soft top specialists
exactly the questions you always wanted to have answered. For example about TipperRoof, our new and innovative dump truck soft top system based on the further development of the well-known Edscha TS sliding soft top concept. The advantages: shorter
loading and tipping times, reduced fuel consumption as well as less maintenance. The
special feature: the soft top can only be opened and closed comfortably from the ground
when the vehicle is loaded. All empty runs or runs with freight are carried out with the
tarpaulin closed without exception. Even the tipping of the body at the unloading point is
always carried out with the roof completely closed.
Edscha TS offers TipperRoof in two versions: either as a manually operated crank solution
or with electric E-Drive. Both sys-tems are equally uncomplicated and convenient to handle. Incidentally, anyone who decides in favor of the crank handle has to deal with a very
smooth-running operating option that requires hardly any effort.
We offer you a very special test campaign for this. With „Test TipperRoof“ Edscha TS
provides participants for a selected period of time with a trough equipped with the TipperRoof soft top system - including the available crank solution or the electric E-Drive.
And for not to miss some entertainment, you can win attractive prizes in our tricky online
game. The entire Edscha TS team looks forward to your virtual visit to the fair.

